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COMPANY OVERVIEW

fixtures for kitchen, bath and utility. Our fixtures range from kitchen and 

filtration faucets, console vanities, bathtubs and more. We design our fixtures 

standards like polished chrome, brushed nickel, and polished brass to the 
more exotic and trendy like brushed brass, matte black and naples bronze. 

products are readily available on order and meet the most stringent standards 
in the country. Find the exact fixture you are looking for, trendy or 
traditional, conventional or outlandish.

Kingston has developed its extensive and ever growing array of fixtures and 
accessories since our founding in 1998. We carefully source each of our 
products from reliable factories, many of which we have done business with 
for years. Our faucets and most of our fixtures come from Taiwan, and we 
use a single plating factory for all of our finishing. You can be confident that 
your bathroom faucet will match your shower and tub faucet, as well as your 
shower curtain rod, shower curtain rings, towel bars, toilet paper holder, and 
toilet tank lever - your kitchen faucet will match the disposal flange, and they 
can match your bathroom, too. 

fulfillment and low stress resolutions to any issue. From a DIY project that 
hits an installation challenge to a growing chain of showrooms in need of 
inventory fast, for any size build or design project in between, Kingston has 
your needs covered. Contact us to discuss exactly what you need, and we will 
set you up with the right person in our organization to take care of your 
project or business needs.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Kingston’s exceptionally low minimum order quantity - as low as single piece in 
some cases - and California-based inventory provides the ability to cater to 
boutique and specialty customers as well as to large-scale customers. Whether 
you need to provide a complete suite with trim for a designer remodeling a high 
end master bathroom for an individual client, or you need to supply an 
apartment builder with a highrise project, Kingston can provide a selection. We 

fall under particularly stringent code or want something unique for the 

specialized Trade Site. Contact your account manager or representative to find 
out more. 

From collections like Concord, Kaiser, 
and NuvoFusion with contemporary, 
minimalist lines to the English 
Vintage, Essex, Tudor and Vintge 
collections with ultra traditional 
decorative lathe-work style, we o�er 
the complete range. For ecclectic 
tastes and spaces collections like 
Millenium and Paris o�er a transitional 
hybrid of design elements to unify the 
space and create a statement. 

We o�er this range in up to 14 finishes and a number of dual tone options. We 
of course o�er the traditional standards - Polished Chrome, Brushed Nickel, 
Oil Rubbed Bronze, Polished Nickel, and Polished Brass. Kingston also o�ers 
more trend oriented finishes including Matte Black and Brushed Brass, and we 
o�er specialty finishes including Antique Brass, Rose Gold, Antique Copper, 
Naples Bronze, Brushed Gold, Antique Nickel, and Black Nickel. Nearly any 
item in our catalog can be special ordered in one of our finishes, if it is not 
available in our standard catalog o�ering. 



Kitchen Faucets

KS1275BPLBS

KUF212110BN GPFA361810BCD

KS1243AXBS KS8720CKLBS

GSY8878CTLKS2333RX

GT33229D5

KS2798ALBS

Sinks

GKTA3620198

KITCHEN

Filtration Faucets

Trim/Accessories 

CC43107X KA317

CC2127

SD7607 KA821BB

BS3007 KBS1007

KSAG8191DL KSAG3195AL KS3198NML

KS8100ZXKS2107AL KS8103DL

Pot Fillers



KS144RXPN

KC7066AX

KB8460DL

KS8112CTL FSC8963NDL

FSY3606AL

KS217KLVN

KS154BXPNKS7247AX

Bathroom Faucets

BATHROOM

BAHK1612478SN

KTK107P

DR514122

KVPB3022M8SQ7 LB18127 LB21137

BA7975C

Console Vanities and Sinks

Plumbing and Toilet Trim 

Accessories

KTDL2

CC2201 CC2202
CC2205 CC2208

KPK105P CC43100DLLKB30



VTRS592928

VTAP6031R21C VTPN672817C

AE8107DX CCK226K3KS8151DL

KS226C KS2341DFL

KB8635FLTO

VBTND663013NB1 VTSB603221L

Bathtubs

Tub Fillers

BATHTUBS AND SHOWER BASES

CC2088 DLL3182

CCK6177 KAK3522W2

Tub and Shower Trim and Accessories

AE3SE7 VTDESHOE

DLT5301A7 BSF9771PN

KB36370AX GKB235

KB2630BXSO

Shower Faucets

VRTDS673026 /CCK266K1



SHOWER UPGRADES

KSR115

ABT1040-2

K139A1

K225K13

CCD2170

K136A0CK

CC2165

ABT1020-5

SHOWER UPGRADES MISCELLANEOUS AND PARTS

KSR115

ABT1040-2

K139A1

K225K13
KBSS1916CPKBSS2821P

KBSPR38 KSSPR0 K1014A8

KS3037AX

ABT1030A7

FSCH8920CMLCCML2

CCD2170

K136A0CK

CC2165

ABT1020-5

AE810S0DL

Shower Seats and Stools


